Qilu special steel Co, Ltd, which owns self import & export right, is a
national large-scale professional manufacturer specialized in high
alloy steel forging material and forging piece. Established in 1986
and located in Yanzhou Economic Development Zone, it is one of
the main bases of excellent high alloy steel forging material and
forging piece in China. The company has complete production
processing and quality assurance system of refining , casting ,
forging , finish machining and physical chemical testing and has
passed the international system certification of quality ,
environment and safety management and several certifications
approved by the Classification Society of China , South Korea ,
Germany , etc . The main steel-making equipment include∶ two
sets of 50t ultra-high power electric arc furnaces , two sets
of 60t LF refining furnaces, one set of 60t vacuum degassing
refining furnace and four sets of 1-20t electroslag re-melting
furnaces ; the main forging equipments include∶ three sets of 5t
electro-hydraulic hammers , one set of high-speed forging units of
800t , 1600t , 2000t and 4500t respectively ; the testing equipments
mainly include∶ large-scale digital direct reading spectrometer ,

defect detector , nitrogen hydrogen and oxygen analyzer , universal
testing machine , -60℃ low-temperature impact testing machine ,
Zeiss microscope , etc. which are more than one hundred sets in
total and introduced from China and foreign countries . The
equipments reach the world advanced level and the company has
powerful ability in production , testing , research and development
of new product .The company mainly manufactures 300 kinds of
high alloy steel forging products in 13 series , such as alloy
structural steel , alloy tool steel , carbon structural steel ,carbon tool
steel , bearing steel , stainless steel, and the like . Additionally, the
company also has the capacity to forge round steel, steel flat,
square steel, module, shaft and roller, etc. All the products are
keystone products supported by the government, first-choice
updating and upgrading forging materials and pieces for national
key industries of automobile, locomotive, machinery, electric power
and petroleum, coal and new forging material and piece varieties
required by national defense construction, defense production and
national key construction. Relying on most complete and most
specialized special steel products , the company owns industrial
advantages on favorable quality , complete variety , many specs
and short production period . The main specifications of the
products include∶ Φ 80-1000mm forging materials

and80-1200mm square billets which the maximum piece weight
can reach 50t. Having set up about 30 sales subsidiary companies
in Beijing , Shanghai ,Shenyang , Dalian ,Luoyang , Shijiazhuang ,
Changsha , Wuhan , Tianjin , Guangdong , Harbin ,Ningbo , Wuhu ,
Changzhou ,etc. The company has established its sales network
system which integrates point and sphere and radiates across the
country. The products have been exported to more than 30
countries and regions including America, Germany, Italy, France,
south Korea, Spain, Vietnam, Taiwan, etc. the company is honored
as the National Large-scale Enterprise , the High-tech Enterprise in
Shandong Province ,Machinery industry Top100 enterprise , the
Best Credit Integrity Enterprise , AAA Credit Enterprise ,
Privately-run Enterprise with special Contribution in Ji’ning , Merit
Enterprise in 30-year Reform and Opening-up and the Advanced
Energy-saving Enterprise and it is the enterprise group which
receives the major support and development in the Plan to Adjust
and Reinvigorate the steel industry in Shandong Province and from
Shandong province and Ji’ning Municipal Government.
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Welcome to our company for a visit and place order with us!
Looking forward to our cooperation!

